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DISPLAY 1: FROM IDEA TO TRADE—A SHORTER, SIMPLER PATH
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Technology is vastly reducing the time 
between a great idea and an executed trade.

For illustrative purposes only.
*  See page 5
†  See page 3
‡  See page 7 
Source: AllianceBernstein (AB)
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Our trader quickly worked with our banking analyst to frame our 
combined fundamental and valuation view, and together they 
presented their recommendation to the PM. We capitalized on  
the dislocation: AB purchased BNDES in expectation of the market 
normalizing. It did so within six weeks, a boon for our clients, who 
were able to buy low and sell high (Display 2).

AB recently partnered with Algomi,* a financial technology firm, to 
commercialize the data aggregator component of ALFA. As other 
firms adopt this technology, fixed-income markets will become more 
stable, transparent and efficient, which in turn should enhance overall 
market liquidity. That will benefit all investors trading in today’s less 
liquid world—a world in which even relatively small events can create 
huge changes in prices very quickly. 

DISPLAY 2: SEIZING AN OPPORTUNITY IN AN  
UNDERVALUED CREDIT

Week 1 Week 6

Va
lu

at
io

n

CAIXBR

BNDES

+4.5%

For illustrative purposes only. 
Source: AB

Central information feeds can result in 
better executions, lower transaction costs 
and faster investment of new cash flows.

*Algomi was founded in 2012, and through its Honeycomb, Synchronicity and Algomi ALFA technology, creates the bond information network that enables all market participants 
to securely and intelligently harness data to make valuable financial trading connections. Algomi has 120 employees with offices in New York, London and Hong Kong.
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ONE-TOUCH ACCESS TO CREDIT RESEARCH 
Getting a faster and more accurate picture of market liquidity is just 
the beginning. To generate better returns for clients, firms need to 
know not only which bonds are available in a market, but also which 
bonds are attractive (Display 3). Buying just any bond doesn’t improve 
performance—it has to be a bond that helps achieve a portfolio’s 
strategic goals.

Firms that digitalize and centralize information can both identify 
the right bonds and take advantage of pockets of liquidity to buy 
them in sufficient quantity. PMs and traders no longer need to track 
down individual analysts to get their views. Fundamental credit 
research and rating processes need to live in a consistent, accessible 
framework. That way, traders and PMs can grasp at a glance an 
analyst’s assessment of a bond’s risks and opportunities and more 
easily compare assessments of two or more similar bonds.

This ability was the goal when AB rolled out the Prism credit rating 
and scoring system in 2016. With Prism, our credit analysts can 

share their views on individual issuers in a consistent, comparable, 
quantifiable way across industry sectors, ratings categories and 
geographies. Analysts evaluate each company on several key 
business-related and governance/structure-related dimensions, 
resulting in the final proprietary credit rating for the issuer.

Any fixed-income PM or analyst at the firm can access Prism 
from a desktop, getting a concise overview of our analysts’ 
recommendations for each company, including a summary  
investment thesis and a graphical depiction of the company’s  
score on more than 20 specific risk factors. With Prism’s  
consistent framework, we can quickly and effectively compare  
the merits of similar issuers during portfolio construction. 

The goal, of course, is straightforward: better and faster information 
should empower better decisions and result in stronger portfolios.

DISPLAY 3: TECHNOLOGY PLAYS MATCHMAKER

For illustrative purposes only. 
Source: AB

Tools that can generate 
curated lists of bonds that are 
attractive both from a research 
and liquidity perspective can 
narrow down potential ideas for 
analysts and PMs.
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DISPLAY 4: GOING DIGITAL—BRINGING FIXED INCOME INTO THE 21ST CENTURY
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In the near future, digital technology 
will make fixed-income trading 
faster and more seamless, allowing 
fixed-income teams to focus on 
higher-value-add activities.For illustrative purposes only. 

Source: AB
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DISPLAY 5: PUTTING $100 MILLION INTO THE MARKET—FIVE DAYS VS. AN HOUR

1 HOUR

DEC. 29
(SAVINGS 

$1MIL) 

5 DAYS

DEC. 29

PRICE

DEC. 30 DEC. 31 JAN. 1 JAN. 2

$100MIL 
to invest

For illustrative purposes only. 
Source: AB

When technology makes it easier to execute portfolio 
trades quickly during favorable market conditions, 
clients can reap significant savings.

Our investment professionals didn’t have to wait to act, however. They 
scoured Prism and ALFA for opportunities, directed Abbie to build the 
appropriate orders, and executed a trade for a basket of securities the 
same day. As a result, they were able to obtain the bonds they wanted 
for $1 million less than they would have had they waited until January 
2, 2018, the first business day of the new year (Display 5).

Abbie has learned a lot since then. Had this event happened today, 
she would be able to work even faster. Given a set of parameters 
from our investment professionals, she could comb through ALFA 
and Prism on her own and suggest securities to buy, giving our 
professionals more time to think about how each investment fits  
their broader strategic goals. 

In the future, she might alert our investment professionals to new 
inflows and analyze portfolios on her own to generate an initial  
list of potential investments. Or she might see a great opportunity 
on ALFA that screens well on Prism and proactively nudge our 
investment staff to look into it. Once she gets smart enough to 
understand trading parameters, she may even trade with bots  
just like her at other financial institutions. 

She’ll also monitor activity in portfolios, looking for unusual behavior 
that could indicate that a human had made a mistake. One day, 
she may even answer simple questions for our clients about their 
exposure to certain credits or risks. Humans will always retain control 
over key decisions and complex client interactions, but Abbie can give 
them a head start and, in some cases, a range of options to consider. 
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ABOUT AB
AllianceBernstein (AB) is a leading 
investment-management firm 
with over $550 billion in client 
assets under management. 
We provide a forward-looking 
perspective, independent research 
and investment discipline across 
all asset classes, leveraging our 
extensive forward-looking footprint 
built over five decades. Our 
collective insights drive innovation 
and lead to better outcomes. Every 
day, we work with clients to earn 
their trust, move their vision forward 
and help keep them AHEAD OF 
TOMORROW.®

Past performance, historical and current analyses, and expectations do not guarantee future results. There 
can be no assurance that any investment objectives will be achieved. Diversification does not eliminate the 
risk of loss.




